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PRIZED PETS - GAME SHEET

GAME DESCRIPTION

COME IN AND MEET THE PRIZED PETS

Step into our friendly local Pet Store where the Prized Pets are waiting to play!

Prized Pets is a 6x4 25 payline game featuring GIGABLOX reels which means symbols range in size from 2x2 to a 

whopping 6x6! 

Watch out for those crazy animals as the reels spin, they may Chomp Chomp symbols to turn them wild! As night 

draws in the animals start up their Free Spins party where there are more wins and more Wilds on offer!

Prized Pets also features a Pot Bonus where you can win up 5000x Bet and you will really find out if the Pets are as 

Prized as you thought!
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Game Type

Default Bet Size

Default Coin Value Range

Default Bet Range

Number of Paylines

Video Slot

2.00€

0.01€ - 4€

0.10€ - 40€

25

SUPPORTED CURRENCIES

AMD - ARS - AUD - BGN - BRL - CAD - CHF - CLP - CNY - CZK - DKK - EUR - GBP - GEL - HKD - HRK - HUF - IDR 

- ILS - INR - ISK - JPY - KRW - KZT - MXN - MYR - NOK - NZD - PEN - PLN - RON - RUB - SEK - SGD - THB TRY - 

TWD - UAH - USD - VND - ZAR
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GAME FEATURES

GIGABLOX ™ FEATURE
The gigablox feature grants at least one set of synced 

reels every spin that creates big blocks on the reels. 

There is a minimum of one 2x2 reel but it can also scale 

up to 4x4 and you can also get multiple block reels 

each spin.
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GAME FEATURES

CHOMP CHOMP WILD BONUS
Watch out for the Pets appearing during a spin. If the 

bonus is triggered the food of the pet that triggered 

the bonus will turn wild when the reels stop spinning.
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GAME FEATURES

POT BONUS

Single 1x1 symbols may have dog bone overlay.  If they 

do these are transferred to the Treat Bowl. Once full the 

Pot Bonus will be triggered!

Pick 3 of a kind trophies to win that prize

Grand = 5000x Bet 

Major = 1000x Bet 

Minor = 200x Bet 

Mini = 30x Bet
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GAME FEATURES

FREE SPINS

5 or more Scatter symbols triggers the Free Spins 

Bonus. Scatters can also land in the Free Spins Bonus.

Scatters can land as GIGABLOX.

Free Spins has more GIGABLOX symbols and more 

Chomp Chomp wild Bonuses.
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GAME RULES

Welcome to Prized Pets Video Slot with the signature Gigablox feature, Wild Bonus, Free Spins and a Pot Bonus

ABOUT THE GAME

Prized Pets is a 6X4 Video Slot with 25 paylines that pays out when 3 or more identical symbols land on a payline 

starting from the leftmost reel. This slot features 4 high pay symbols and 4 low pay symbols. There is a Free Spin 

symbol that does not have to be on a payline to award a prize and a wild symbol that substitutes all regular symbol 

ls. Prized Pets also has a random wild bonus and a pots bonus.
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GAME RULES

CHOMP CHOMP WILD BONUS

Watch out for one of the prized pets appearing on screen during a reel spin. If the bonus is awarded at the end of the 

reel spin, the pet food symbol for that prized pet will turn Wild. This includes GIGABLOX symbols. The prized pet and 

its corresponding pet food are:

Dog = Dog bowl with food

Cat = fish 

Bird = sunflower seeds

Rabbit = carrots

The Chomp Chomp bonus appears in the base game and Free Spins.
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GAME RULES

FREE SPINS

Landing 5 or more Scatter symbols in the base game triggers the Free Spins Bonus. For each Scatter, 1 Free Spin is 

awarded.

Scatters are also available in Free Spins and for each Scatter that lands during the bonus, 1 extra spin is awarded.

Free Spins features more Chomp Chomp Wild bonuses and more GIGABLOX symbols

Free Spins are played with the same lines and bet as the triggering spin.
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GAME RULES

JACKPOT FEATURE

The bonus is randomly triggered by the jackpot bones. 12 Jackpot trophies are hidden at the start of the bonus. 

Once selected, a trophy will be revealed and moved to the Prize Shelf. Only 1 prize can be awarded.

The Jackpot prize is awarded once 3 matching trophies are picked. 

Grand = 5000x bet

Major = 1000x bet

Minor = 200x bet

Mini = 30x bet
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GAME RULES

HOW TO PLAY

Select the coin denomination  and then press the Spin button to start game.

RANDOMIZATION

The reels are spun with a fair and equal chance for each stop position by a certified random number generator.

For more information, visit http://www.yggdrasilgaming.com/en/about-us
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GAME RULES

HOW TO CALCULATE PAYLINE WINS

· To calculate your total payline coin win, calculate all payline wins and add them together.

· To calculate a single payline win, count the number of identical symbols lined up in sequence on the line starting 

from the leftmost reel.

· If three or more identical symbols are lined up, find the coin win value in the Pay Table. There you can find the value 

for all symbols for 3, 4, 5 and 6 in a row. Only the highest winning combination per line is paid out.

· The above doesn’t include any Free Spin symbols which pay scattered.

· If the winning combination starts with three wilds, there can be many ways to interpret the win. In this scenario, 

only the highest win combination is paid out.

· Calculate the total win in your home currency by multiplying the total coin win with your coin value.
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PAYOUT

Default Maximum Win

Hit Frequency into FS

Hit Frequency into Jackpot

5,000 x Bet

1/192

                    1/645

96,2% 31.3% 110

Return to Player Hit Frequency Volatility
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PAYTABLE

SYMBOLS
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PAYTABLE

MALFUNCTION VOIDS ALL PAIDS
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GAME PANEL

A - Balance.  Displays the player’s account balance. 
B - Win. Displays the win for the current or last win payout step. 
C - Bet. Displays the current bet. 
D - + and mins. Increases or decreases the current bet. (Desktop Only) 
E - Menu. Opens the Menu and access Paytable, Gamerules and History are available from the menu.
F - Autospin. Opens up the autoplay options.
G - Turbo Mode. Turns turbo mode on or off.
H - Spin button. Places the bet and spins the reels. When the reels are spinning, the spin button
       transforms into the Stop Button. Pressing the Stop Button stops the reels immediately.
I - Bet options. Opens the bet options.
J - Sound. Enable/Disable sounds and music.
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OPTIONS PANEL

The options icon expands and collapses
the options tray.

Pay Table Find how much each symbol pays 
out, explanations of the game features, and 
information on the ways to win.

Game History If this feature is enabled on your 
gaming website, you may review and replay 
your last 10 game rounds.

Banking Displays banking history.

Home Exits the game to main lobby.

Close Close options and return to the game.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

If the game is interrupted during play, players can replay the game round after restarting the game.

If the player chooses to skip the replay, their win will be added to their balance immediately.

In any situation where the replay-functionality is not sufficient, please contact the gaming website’s support team.

In the event of malfunction of the gaming hardware/software, all affected game bets and payouts are rendered 

void and all affected bets are refunded.

This is game rules version 1.0, dated 22/03 2020. To make available any previous version, please use the contact 

form at http://www.yggdrasilgaming.com/en/contact-us
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Safari

Opera

Internet Explorer

Firefox

Google Chrome

537 (6.1)

26

11

33

32

DESKTOP BROWSERS AND MINIMUM VERSION REQUIRED




